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Our Offices are MOVING...

VISION
MISSION &
VALUES

The Children’s Aid Society of Toronto is
committed to developing a work
environment and a service delivery
system, free from all forms of
oppression, including racism.

Our VISION

Leading with excellence and working
in partnership, we will create a city
where children are safe, families are
strong and communities are
supported.

Our MISSION

To…
• Prevent situations that lead to child
abuse and neglect by
embracing, strengthening and
supporting families and
communities
• Protect children and youth from
abuse and neglect
• Provide safe and nurturing care for
children and youth
• Advocate to meet the needs of
children, youth, families and
communities

Our VALUES

We believe in:
• Placing the needs of children and
youth first
• Creating an environment that
promotes trust, equality, respect,
diversity, openness and honesty
• Affirming and valuing our staff,
care providers, clients and
volunteers
• Promoting enduring relationships
for children and youth
• Being accountable and transparent
• Demonstrating excellence,
leadership, teamwork and
innovation

Beginning in April programs and services
previously located in our Etobicoke Branch,
70 Chartwell Road and our North Branch and
Foster Care & Adoption Services, 4211 Yonge
Street will be moving to our new
Northwest Site, 20 DeBoers Drive.
The exception is our Adoption & Crown Ward
Disclosure team, who will be moving to our
Central Office at 30 Isabella Street.
~ phone numbers of staff moving to the Northwest site
remain the same. Adoption & Crown Ward Disclosure
staff can be reached through 416-924-4646~
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Soul Journey V
Toronto Children’s Aid Youth Visit
Washington, D.C.
By Troy Elleston

For five days in August a group of youth between the ages of 14-17 involved with the
Children’s Aid Society of Toronto traveled to Washington, DC on a ‘Soul Journey’. The Soul
Journey trips are an initiative of CAS Toronto’s Black Education Awareness Committee.
The Committee made up of staff, volunteers and foster parents of CAS of Toronto, help
to organize educational and cultural awareness trips and learning opportunities for black
children and youth involved with the Society. Previous Soul Journey trips have included
Africville in Halifax, N.S. and Uncle Tom’s Cabin near Chatham, ON. The article below was
written by a youth who participated in this summer’s excursion.

H

aving to finish my grade
11 year while preparing
for the Soul Journey trip to
D.C. was not easy. I was
so excited. After the
completion of the
school year, I became
anxious, knowing
that the trip was a
month away. I had
never been out of the
country before. My
family was a huge
help in assisting
me to prepare for
the experience. The
week prior to the trip,
I thought about what
it was going to be
like being away from
them for a week. Not just a city or a
province away, but in another country.
On the morning that we left, as I was
about to board the bus, I looked around
and saw other youth, CAS staff and
chaperones all around. Many of whom
I didn’t know. A 12 hour bus ride to
Washington was about to change that.
On the excursion, 35 youth including
myself, got the opportunity of a
lifetime to see the sites of America’s
capital city. The Lincoln Memorial,
Capitol Hill, the White House, the
National Mall, Smithsonian Institute,
the African American Art and Civil
War museums were all a wonder to

visit. All of these places impressed me
with their authenticity and their history.
I am blessed to have seen these sites for
the first time with so many other youth

Soul Journey V
Washington DC, 2011

Thanks to the youth who through these images captured the true essence of Soul Journey V 2011:

Ocean Aarons, Shai Aarons, Mary Aboagyewaa Fianko, Romancea Adams, Jahdeen Adams, Jamal Brooks, Amanda Bilow, Tyrel Brooks, Keron Dacres, Dazharen Drayton, Gerald Edwards-Dennie, Troy Elleston, Jessie Estwick, Sadique Foster, Taija Francis,
Jordan Garrel, Christian Guy, Andia Keer, Felicia Keyes Liana Langley, Tanesha Olagundoye, Geoffrey Olara, Erica Palmer, Shenise Richards, Gary Samuel, Jerome Sinclair, Teka Smith, O’Brian Telesford, Staphan Thompson and Christabel Wayoe.

my age. After visiting a few museums,
I can say that I, like many of the youth
who visited them, were truly changed
by seeing the sculptures, paintings
and sketching done by African and
American men and women. Their art
moved all of us as we debated what
message the piece was attempting to
communicate.
We also witnessed the not so subtle
racial division in America and how
this dichotomy is reflected in their
society. We met and spoke to people
just like ourselves who could barely
maintain shelter in a country so racially
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diverse and wealthy as America. Not
far from the White House, was a ghetto
neighbourhood. This shocking site is a
testament to how divided America is.
Quite different from the life we
are accustomed to in Toronto.
Another big thrill was visiting
Howard University, one of the
most prominent and prestigious
black institutions in the United
States. We were graced by one
of its professors who spoke
to us about her 20 year career
as a teacher. She was a joyful,
enthusiastic, middle aged
black woman who spoke to us
about youth in America and
the increasing number of black
youth attending university. She
told us how fortunate we were to have
the opportunity to visit and encouraged
us to work hard in school and make
the best impression possible on our
teachers and our friends. Her talk was
both encouraging and inspiring. Much
of what she said has proved beneficial
to me, particularly in grade 12, as we
study the social divisions in America
and their current affairs. I feel proud
that while my class discusses issues
relevant to these divisions, I had the
opportunity of travelling to the U.S. to
see and hear the perspective of people
who live there.

cont. ... p.2

Foster Care & Adoption...
Food Drive

By Mumtaz Waljee, Home Assessor and Nancy Cronin, Foster Care Resource
Worker, Foster Care and Adoption Services
Foster Care and
From Left to Right: Debbie Parrott, Nancy Cronin, Sabrina
Adoption elves to
Hornick, Mumtaz Waljee, Letizia Fazzolari and Lynne Radford.
transport the food
to the Fire Hall next
door where it will
be distributed to the
local food banks.

F
food!

We would like to
thank everyone
who participated in
making this event
very successful.
Next year’s goal
oster Care and Adoption
is
1,500
pounds!!!
The challenge is
Services held a very
successful food drive this year, out!!! Who’s in??
collecting over 200 pounds of

The Kinship Team put out a challenge
to the other teams to see who could
collect the most food (in weight). With
the challenge out, the competition
between the teams began. There were
secret planning meetings, hidden food,
top secret emails and trips to COSTCO
resulting in an astronomical amount of
food being collected!!!!!
This is how much each individual
team collected:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Foster Care Resource Team 1 361lbs
Forster Care Resource &
Development Team - 305lbs
Placement & Placement
Support Teams - 222lbs
Kinship Team - 158lbs
Medical Clinic - 130lbs
Adoption & Adoption Disclosure
Teams - 115lbs

•
The grand total was 1291lbs!!!!!

With so much food we had to enlist the
help of three firefighters and several

Soul Journey V...cont.
It is overwhelming to know that the
freedoms and rights that we enjoy
are because of the sacrifices of our
forefathers. I now have a deeper
appreciation for black history because
of the sacrifices made by those who
came before me. The struggles
they endured for our freedom, the
abuse they suffered simply for being
black and then eventually breaking
free of the grip of slavery. I am
also proud to be a descendant of
those freedom fighters and respect
them because it was through their
collective brotherhood that they were
able to overcome the negativity that
surrounded them. What disappoints
me is that I don’t see that same
brotherhood among black people today.
I find it disheartening that when one of
us does well at something… another
one of us is there envying them instead
of supporting and congratulating
them. When our brothers and sisters
achieve something as important as
scoring well on a school test, we
should congratulate them and use that
as motivation to do better ourselves.
We should all strive to achieve more
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than what is expected of us. United we
stand, divided we fall.
During our time in Washington we
also had the opportunity to spend an
afternoon with a group of youth, who
likes ourselves, are involved with the
local child welfare agency. Things are
very different in D.C. for these youth.
They do not have as many privileges
or opportunities as we have. They
explained to us how difficult it would
be for them to arrange a similar trip
to Toronto and how lucky we were
to have such an opportunity. After
listening to the story of one 18 year
old girl involved with the Washington
CAS, we were gripped by the tragic
reality of her young life. She had been
abandoned by the family who adopted
her at the age of 2. This brought me
to the realization that our time is
short and not all of us are given equal
opportunities to make differences.
Furthermore we need to all take life
and the opportunities presented to us
much more seriously.
This ‘Soul Journey’ trip provided
me the opportunity to see and
better understand the struggles and
accomplishments of black America,
which helped me grow as a individual.
Listening to the many stories about
the issues facing black America, I was
left concerned and inspired. Three
words that found their way into most
of the discussions that we had were;
faith, hope and opportunity. These
words stuck with me because of their
deep and profound association with
the struggles that the pioneers of black
America endured.
After leaving Washington, I refused
to accept the tragic scenario that
some black people embrace – that we
need to fail in order to succeed. As a
result of the Soul Journey excursion,
I came to understand that my own life
experiences, struggles and outcomes
contribute to the cultural experience of
the black community that I live in and
most importantly that I to can and will
succeed.

A Message from the Chief Executive Officer...
Developments in
Child Welfare
By David Rivard, CEO

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful,
committed people can change the world, indeed, it is
the only thing that ever does.” Margaret Mead

A

s we begin another year, I would like to take the opportunity to inform
you of some recent developments in the child welfare sector and at
our Agency in particular. Our Agency’s current 3- year Strategic Plan
concludes at the end of March and we are already meeting with our key
stakeholders, including staff, community members, families, youth and children, to
begin shaping our Agency’s strategic direction for the upcoming years.
Moving forward, I want to take a moment to reflect on some of the achievements made by our staff that truly
helped to move us toward our vision of “a city where children are safe, families are strong and communities are
supported.” One undertaking that we found particularly helpful in our Strategic Plan was the use of a “Champions
Committee” which was charged with leading and overseeing the execution of the plan. Additionally, the application
of a Balanced Scorecard approach to measuring and managing our Agency’s performance proved invaluable. We
are proud of the gains we have made including improving the timeliness of our investigative response, enhancing
Kinship Service as an alternative to admission to care and delivering financial literacy workshops to current and
former youth in care.
In the days to come, we want to especially prioritize supporting our youth transitioning out of care and we expect
this to be a highlighted area in our future Strategic Plan. I look forward to sharing more details about our Agency’s
priorities when the Strategic Plan is released later in the spring.
I would like to welcome and congratulate our new Minister of Children and Youth Services, Dr. Eric Hoskins
who took over this portfolio in the fall. The welfare of Canadian children has played prominently in the public
conscience in recent months. As an Agency and a sector that cares for children and families, we are particularly
concerned with the recent developments and failures in Northern Aboriginal communities, especially Attawapaskat.
This particular crisis highlights most clearly that there are communities near to us in desperate need of many
resources, and advocacy on the part of all who care about children.
As many of you who are familiar with our work know, workload has long been an important issue. During the
Provincial Consensus Agreement Discussions between unions and employers this was once again highlighted as
a priority area. This issue was brought forward to the Commission to Promote Sustainable Child Welfare. The
Commission has been asked by the Minister of Children and Youth Services to include workload in the final phase
of their work: Tier 4 to strengthen and improve service delivery by examining the fundamental work of CASs.
We look forward to the Commission’s recommendations in this regard and the hopeful developments this will mean
for our field in general.
*Please note: Any of readers wishing further information on the important work of the Commission are
urged to contact: sustainingchildwelfare@ontario.ca
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Youth Success Story...
My Fantastic Trip to England!
By Nickalaus Rodgers

A youth in care shares his experience of attending a soccer camp put on by
Premier League football club Manchester United in the summer of 2011

M

y trip to Manchester,
of advanced skills and techniques
wonderful venture. For this I will
England provided me many superior to my own. Because
always be deeply appreciative. It
with the opportunity
I was able to train, play, and think
meant so much for me to have this
of a lifetime. I learned alongside such players, I became a
opportunity, and it was everything
so much and gained a wealth of
much better player.
and more than I could have dreamed
real life experience
of. I am truly a better person as
that I am certain will Nickalaus (back row, far right) joins the Denstone College soccer team. a result.
provide me with
the confidence and
A truly defining moment
life lessons that
happened when my plane
will prepare me to
touched down upon my return
move into the world
to Canada. For the first time,
as an adult. I am
I had the undeniable feeling
deeply thankful for
that I was honestly capable
this opportunity,
of greater deeds than I ever
especially in that
expected. A particularly
it provided me
comforting notion was that my
the opportunity to
foster mom would be waiting
greatly increasing my
right outside the baggage
understanding of soccer, the one
Proper instruction in the most
claim, to welcome me back. She was
activity that I love.
important elements of the game
indeed right there for me, making
were given by close to 20 UEFA
that awkward yet amazing spectacle
To begin, this event marked only
recognized coaches, hired by
that mothers often will make of their
the second time I have travelled
Manchester United’s Manager Sir
absent children when they return
outside of Canada on a plane, and
Alex Ferguson.
after being away. It immediately
most significantly, the first time I had
placed a fantastic smile on my face,
flown alone. When the idea of going One of the very interesting aspects
and I am extremely fortunate to have
to a Manchester United affiliated
of attending the camp for me was
my mother, because I know she will
soccer camp was introduced to me,
the experience of sharing the close
always be there for me in difficult
I was doubtful yet excited. The idea companionship of soccer players
times, and this event just served to
of flying seven and half hours alone from all over the world. Discovering cement that notion in my mind.
across the ocean was scary. But
habits, learning languages, and
the chance to train, lean and play
unravelling my hidden potential
What learning can I apply to life as a
in the shadows of the legendary
are all things that this camp was
result of having attend a world class
Manchester United organization
able to teach me. I was extremely
soccer school? We learn more, learn
made it all worthwhile.
fortunate and thankful for the
faster and get better when we come
funding provided by the Ontario
up against challenges, or play against
Players arrived at Denstone College Child Benefit Equivalent Fund,
players, that are bigger, better and
from across the globe, all of whom
which allowed me to take the trip
faster than ourselves. Having to rise
who cared deeply about this fantastic of a lifetime. So few young people,
to the occasion is what success is
sport, and anxious to play. The
although they may carry the similar
all about, in life and in sports. The
majority of those who attended the
passion for the game that I have,
greater the opposition or challenge,
camp exhibited an amazing array
are able to gain passage into this
the faster and more effective the
personal improvement becomes.
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Communications...

Corner

system of the GTA. If all goes
according to plan, we hope to hold
our Annual General Meeting at the
new location in June.

for Ontarians with Disabilities Act)
features built in.

Our outreach and awareness building
initiative’s in the black/west Indian
community and the Muslim/south
Speaking of opening doors, our
012 has started right where
30 Isabella Street location has
east asian communities continues.
2011 left off.. with a flurry of
We will be placing a series of
been accepted as a site for this
activity that will impact how
our ‘I Am Your Children’s Aid
spring’s ‘Doors Open Toronto’
we communicate with the
Society of Toronto’ ads in both
event scheduled for May 26 & 27.
city that we serve.
Sponsored by the city of Toronto this Share newspaper and The Weekly
annual showcase will feature close
Voice newspaper beginning in
As many of you may know we are
February and running through
to 150 buildings of architectural,
moving all of our staff, programs
June. This initiative is being done
historic, cultural and social
and services from our 4211 Yonge
significance that open their doors to to compliment other projects that
Street and our Etobicoke Branch
the public for a city-wide celebration. we have ongoing in and with each
locations to a new site located at 20
The program allows visitors access
community.
De Boers Drive in North York, just
to properties that are usually not
north of Allen Road and Sheppard
open to the public. Participating in
Avenue intersection. The site was
this initiative fits nicely into one of
previously occupied by the Idomo
our strategic priorities of ‘Advancing
furniture store and over the past 18
the public’s understanding of our
months it has been renovated to
work’. Program and service displays,
include 3 floors of office space and
a historical photo exhibit and tours of Confused about the role of the
meeting/visitation rooms. We will
CAS of Toronto in our community?
certain areas of the building will be
occupy 2 of the 3 floors. Over 200
Not sure when to call the CAS
part of the planning for the event.
staff will make the transition to the
of Toronto? Need some help
new location whose doors we plan to
Over the next few months we will be learning positive ways to discipline
open by late March. This new site
undertaking the task of revising our
children?
allows us to consolidate 2 Branch
public website. Although the public
locations - along with their services,
will not see any changes to the site
Get the answers to these and many
programs and expertise. As well, to
until it ‘goes live’. The new site
more questions by requesting a
provide far more overall parking for
will feature a cleaner less cluttered
speaker from our Speakers Bureau
staff and clients and allow quick and
look, better navigation and will
to visit your organization.
easy access to the major highway
have several AODA (Accessibility
By Rob Thompson, Director,
Communications
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Request...

A Speaker

I Am Your Children’s Aid Society of Toronto

I Am Your Children’s Aid Society of Toronto

Genghiz

Amarjit & Iqbal

Community Partner

Adoptive Parents

“I became involved with
the Services to Muslim
Families Advisory
Committee at CAS of
Toronto on account of their
willingness to work toward a
better understanding of the
needs of Muslim children
in their care. Over the past
four years we have had
remarkable success
establishing partnerships
and connecting with
Toronto’s large and diverse
Muslim community.
Being Co-Chair of this
committee has allowed me
to exercise my passion and
commitment to the
settlement and integration
of immigrant families into
this wonderful
country.”

“In the Sikh community it
is not uncommon for one
family to raise the child of
another family member
who is unable to do so,
but we had never known
anyone who had formally
adopted. Our Children’s
Aid adoption worker was
amazing and helped us
understand that adoption is
about meeting the needs of
the child, not the parents.
Children need a good
home and a loving family in
order to thrive and we knew
that we could provide that.
Our daughter is our
princess, the first girl in both
our immediate families.
Harleen was meant to be
our daughter.”

}

}

416.924.4646

416.924.4646
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The CAS of Toronto Speakers
Bureau is a group of 100 people,
made up of our staff. We routinely
visit organizations to explain our
role within the community and your
responsibility in helping us protect
kids from abuse and neglect.
We are happy to tailor our
presentation to your group’s
specific request. Visit our website
at TorontoCAS.ca for more
information and submit your
request today!

Expanding the Circle...
CAS of Toronto’s New Out and Proud
Affirmation Guidelines
Practice Guidelines for Equity in Gender and Sexual Diversity

By Lorraine Gale, Out and Proud Program Coordinator
The Children’s Aid Society of Toronto

Out and Proud
AFFIRMATION
GUIDELINES
Practice Guidelines
for Equity in
Gender and
Sexual Diversity

We may not think we have
any LGBTIQ or gender
independent1 children, youth
or families on our caseloads
or in our foster homes. Or
we may by-pass these issues
because we don’t do frontline service work.

LE

N

EXPA

C
IR

However, these new
Guidelines are tools for all
of us to use when providing
N G t he C
direct service or care, OR
I
D
when providing support
Listening
services
Affirmation
•
because we don’t
Person-Centred
always know how people
identify or who may be hiding
Equity
their feelings
•
because our ideas
Written by Lorraine Gale
Coordinator, Out and Proud Program
about what we think about
• What do you do if the five-yearboys and girls, male and
old boy in your foster home wants
female, come out in all that we say
to wear a dress to school?
and do
• How do you talk to the 14-year• because children depend on all of
old girl on your caseload after
us.
a suicide attempt? You’ve
wondered if she is interested in
The Guidelines is a unique tool that
girls.
integrates:
• How do you manage the youth
• sexual orientation – what sex or
in the group home when “fag”,
gender someone is attracted to
“battiman”, and “that’s so gay”
• physiological sex – what sex one’s
are standard vocabulary – and the
body is
staff don’t say anything about it.
• gender identity – how masculine
or feminine (or both or neither)
The Children’s Aid Society of Toronto
one feels
will soon be launching a new set
• gender expression – how one
of practice guidelines to support us
likes to express their feelings of
through these kinds of challenges,
femininity or masculinity.
and more, called the Out and Proud
The Guidelines help us understand
Affirmation Guidelines: Practice
these different concepts, and
Guidelines for Equity in Gender and
encourage us to look at beliefs
Sexual Diversity.
and messages we may unwittingly
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convey about girls and boys.
CAS of Toronto already has related
policies – the Anti-Oppression/
Anti-Racism Policy (2006) and the
Equitable Child Welfare Services
Relating to Sexual Orientation and
Gender Identity/Expression Policy
(2008). The Guidelines, approved by
Service Management Committee in
2011, build on the values articulated
in these policies and help bring them
“to life” in day-to-day practice.
The foundation of the Guidelines is
the Affirmation Framework, consisting
of four pillars:
1. Listening – “Explore who you
are.”
2. Affirmation – “You are wonderful
and valuable as you are.”
3. Person-Centred Approach –
“You can explore who you are,
be yourself, and decide how you
want to identify and express
who you are, based on your own
feelings.”
4. Equity – “You deserve a world
that is safe, fair, loving and
respectful…and where you can be
yourself with dignity.”
			
When we affirm the unique identity
of every child, youth and family, and
“expand the circle” of what it means
to be a girl or a boy, we allow space
for people to be their authentic selves.
We use LGBTIQ to include people who may be lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transsexual, transgender, Two-Spirit, intersex, queer,
questioning, and other people who fall outside the expected
“norms” relating to gender, sex and sexual orientation. “Gender
independent” refers to children and youth who do not conform
to gender stereotypes and who do not currently identify as
LGBTIQ; they may or may not adopt an LGBTIQ identify in
the future.
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Expanding the Circle...
CAS of Toronto’s New Out and Proud
Affirmation Guidelines
Out &
Proud
Program

When LBGTIQ young people receive acceptance, affirmation and support
from their families, positive outcomes dramatically increase (Ryan,
Russell, Huebner, Diaz & Sanchez, 2010).

“This little boy just loves dressing up in bright, sparkly, swirling ‘girls’
clothes, and he is so happy dancing about the house. When he got to go
‘trick or treating’ dressed as a princess for Halloween, the sun just came
out on his face! He was so different, so relaxed…it was like he finally found his own skin.”
[Residential child and youth counsellor]
The Guidelines help us ensure our services and care are inclusive, equitable and affirming for children, youth and
families who may be LGBTIQ or who do not fit gender stereotypes. The Guidelines are loaded with practical tips and
resources that will be useful to service and non-direct service staff, care providers, managers and volunteers.
Within CAS of Toronto, the Out and Proud Affirmation Guidelines will be available on our website, the Foster Parent
website, and through Out and Proud Program presentations in team or branch meetings. Contact the Out and Proud
Program for information, to invite us to a meeting, or to consult about a case.
The Guidelines may be purchased externally by child welfare agencies, residential settings and other service
organizations. We may also negotiate training or consultation on request.
CONTACT

Krin Zook at 416-924-4640x2986 or kzook@torontocas.ca. Lorraine Gale at 416-924-4640x2987 or
lgale@torontocas.ca. CAS of Toronto’s website at www.torontocas.ca
References: Ryan, C., Russell, S.T., Huebner, D., Diaz, R., & Sanchez, J. (2010). Family acceptance in adolescence and the health of LGBT young adults. Journal of Child and Adolescent
Psychiatric Nursing, 23 (4), 205–213.
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Child Welfare Institute Publishes...
Shifts In Child Welfare Trends
By Dr. Connie Cheung, Supervisor of Research and Program Evaluation

A Frontier of New Beginnings: An Exploratory Examination of the Shifts in Child Welfare Trends
since the Implementation of the Transformation Agenda

S

ince the implementation of the Transformation Agenda in 2005, the child-welfare sector in the province of Ontario
has seen a dramatic shift in practice. Although the Transformation Agenda is linked to seven key elements, three core
areas of practice are addressed: 1) provide more case-sensitive, customized response to case management,
2) expand the use of family-based foster placements and 3) reduce delays in child-welfare proceedings and volume
of cases that go to trial. As such, an important question that arises for the child welfare sector is whether changes related to
the Transformation Agenda are associated with shifts in practice and child outcomes. The Transformation project attempts to
address this question by providing some preliminary insights into how important child welfare trends have changed since the
implementation of the Transformation Agenda.
Key Findings from the Transformation Report
The goal of the analysis was to examine trends in key Transformation metrics since the implementation of the Transformation
Agenda in 2005. To this end, important metrics related to differential response, permanency planning and alternatives to court
processes were examined. 											
cont. ...p9
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Fire Safety..
Partnering with Toronto Fire Services

By Catherine Snoddon, Communications Coordinator

Recently, our Agency received a Fire Safety award from the Fire Marshal’s
Public Safety Council, which recognizes outstanding contributions to fire
protection and prevention in Ontario. Carolyn Ussher and Dave Fleming
accepted the award.
grandmother’s home. When Lynn
visited this young mother for the
first time she noticed that there were
no working smoking detectors. She
talked to the family about the need for
getting alarms and the young mother’s
uncle immediately purchased and
installed detectors during this visit
with Lynn.

Carolyn Ussher and Dave Fleming receive Fire Safety Award on behalf of
The Children’s Aid Society of Toronto..

W

e were recognized for
our partnership with
Toronto Fire Services.
Many staff have
already attended training on fire safety
and prevention. This knowledge is
being shared with our clients through
fire safety information and smoke
detector checks. In addition, our staff
frequently provide alarms to families
whose homes are not equipped with
working smoke alarms.

added responsibility as a frontline worker. However, her first
opportunity to put this training into
practice became a powerful reminder.
Lynn was working with a young
mother who had recently moved
her newborn daughter out of a
potentially violent situation into her

The importance of our fire safety
training was recently demonstrated.
Lynn Maitland, Intake Worker,
had recently received information
around fire safety and the reminder to
check for working smoke detectors
when visiting clients in their homes.
Initially, Lynn felt slightly unsure
about this approach feeling, as do
many workers, that it was another
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Before the next visit took place, the
young mother woke up early one
morning to hear smoke detectors
going off, smoke billowing down
her hallway and orange flames. She
courageously carried her baby down
the stairs, past the flames and into
safety. This young mother truly
believes that Lynn saved her baby’s
life.
Thanks to our policy and Lynn’s
diligence and commitment in doing
her work, mother and baby are both
alive and doing well.

Although highly speculative, it is
possible that with a decline in court
involvement, more families are opting
differences in
to utilize alternative dispute resolution.
the number of
children who are Perhaps increased efforts by the child
welfare sector to promote alternatives to
placed in-care
court may in part, explain some of these
across years.
Differential Response
trends.
Several key metrics were used to index
With respect to number of days spent in
differential response. They include
family-based care, results suggested that Directions for Future Research
cases opened for investigation, cases
there was a upward trend where children Clearly, results from the Transformation
transferred to on-going protection
project are encouraging. It provides us
were spending more time in familyservices, admissions into care, rewith some indication of how trends in
based care during the transformationadmissions into care, and community
important child welfare metrics have
implementation period relative to prelinks. Since cases opened for
transformation. However, it is important shifted since the implementation of
investigations differed substantially
to be mindful that over the past decade, the Transformation Agenda in 2005.
across years, raw statistics related to
important shifts in how care is provided Not only do trends suggest that a
differential response metrics can be
have occurred in child welfare practice. differential response model may have
over or under estimated if cases moving Consequently, metrics such as days
been adapted by the sector but there is
to on-going services are significantly
also an overall general increase in the
spent in kinship service and customary
different across years. To account for
use of family-based care and decline in
care were not available during the prethis possibility, proportionate scores,
court involvement. Taken together, these
transformation phase. With respect to
accounting for differences in the number placement type, there is a consistent
observations provide some promising
of investigations for a particular year
trends to suggest that important
finding that a higher proportion of
was used in the analyses.
children are placed in family-based care. practice outcomes are moving towards
This trend can be seen for all care types. the anticipated direction since the
Overall, results suggested that there was
implementation of the Transformation
a general decline in the number of onAgenda.
Alternative To Court Processes
going protection cases, admissions into The metrics used to index alternative
care and re-admissions into care.
However, despite these findings, it is
to court processes include new
impossible to attribute these changes
protection applications, cases that go
Although pre-transformation data
specifically to the Transformation
before the court, cases that go to trial,
was missing for community links,
Agenda:
and alternative dispute resolution.
examination of community link
• Transformation processes and
To account for the difference in the
data during the transformationoutcomes were not systematically
total number of cases transferred
implementation period suggests that
operationalized and tracked over
to on-going services for any given
there is a general upward trend. Taken
time
year, proportionate scores were used.
together, trends seem to suggest that
•
Lack of consistent preMoreover, since important metrics
a larger percentage of children are
transformation and transformationrelated to this element was not
staying out-of-care and more families
implementation data
collected during the pre-transformation
are referred to community supports
•
Some possible directions for future
phase, only trends in transformationsince the implementation of the
research include:
implementation data was examined.
Transformation Agenda.
• Operationalize important
transformation outcomes
Trends consistently demonstrated a
Placement Permanency
•
Standardize data collection tools and
decline across pre-transformation and
The key metrics used to index
constructs measured
transformation implementation periods.
placement permanency include number Specifically, the proportion of new
• Use of control groups and random
of days children spent in family-based
assignment
protection applications, cases transferred
care (including foster care, kinship
• Merge existing child welfare data
to on-going that go before the court,
care, customary care, and adoption
sets to expand research questions
and cases that go to trial decreased over
probation), and proportion of children
•
Participate in knowledge translation
time. More importantly, trends in the
receiving care in kinship care, kinship
proportion of families accessing
Note: The complete Transformation Report is
service, customary care, crown wards
alternative dispute resolution increased
available at childwelfareinstitute.torontocas.ca/
and adoption placements. Proportionate across time periods.
wp-content/uploads/oacas-transformation-interscores were used to account for
im-report-final-june-14-2011.pdf
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SAVE THESE DATES
May 26 & May 27

CAS of Toronto 30 Isabella Street location
will be participating in ‘Doors Open Toronto’
The annual event that allows the public to visit local
properties that are usually not open to the public.
30 Isabella will have staff on hand, program area displays and a
photo gallery exhibit of our history to enrich the visitor experience.
"I Am Your Children’s Aid."

April is

Teamwork
Month

at the Children’s Aid
Society of Toronto
Children’s Aid Society of Toronto celebrates...

National
Volunteer Week • April 15 to 21, 2012
Volunteers play an essential role in helping us reach our vision of,
“Leading with excellence and working in partnership, we will create a city where
children are safe, families are strong and communities are supported.”

Foster Parent Tea
June 7th

Proofreading services generously donated by
Proofreaders Ink, telephone: 416-492-7110

For change of address, please return label with corrections. Also, if you are receiving more than one copy of
COMMUNICATE, please notify communications at the Children’s Aid Society of Toronto:
phone 416-924-4646; fax 416-324-2485; email: inquiries@TorontoCAS.ca

